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Armed with your content in bulleted form, practise
speaking slowly and naturally in front of a mirror. Use
gestures and a smiling expression (even if voice
recording only). This is an exercise in confidence and
self belief, and as you develop in experience (e.g.
technical/communication skills), your content will
undoubtedly improve. Progress to a USB mic (e.g. Blue
Yeti), with pop guard for voice ticks and foam cover for
echo. A good mic can pick up unwanted sounds!

INTRODUCTION

Download a free app,
like SmartRecorder or

Otter, and read
poetry/text into your

phone, gauging pitch,
tone and volume.

GETTING STARTED

Improve your posture,
lower/deepen your

voice, and speak
clearly/with purpose

from your diaphragm
(not throat or chest). 

Learn the basics of
Audacity or Garage

Band, and then go for it,
adjusting lighting and
background as you go
(e.g. decor and music).

Start with a birthday
message, having the

courage to send it,
without caring about
judgement. Then add

something brief to
SoundCloud or YouTube. 

TIPS
Prepare your voice on an

ongoing basis. Speak your truth in
words and actions, expressing yourself

honestly when you need to. Look up the
lyrics to a song you like and sing along
when you're next on your own. Practise

shouting "hello" or another positive word
(e.g. on a deserted Tube platform or

beach). Call the children or dog with firm,
but calm, patient words. Also know when

to listen, so that others can be heard.
Lubricate your tonsils with plenty of

water, and avoid dairy, because it
encourages mucous.

Develop a personal interest:

By Frances McGonigle, DHP Acc.Hyp

Voice and video recordings are audio
visual tools, often used for instructional 

content, such as those found on YouTube and
Udemy. From a wellness perspective, they are a
useful way to share/access guided meditations

and podcasts, such as those around
improvements to mental health. But producing

clear and targeted content is a skill that takes
practice. Sharing ideas in this way also requires
confidence, which can take some trial and error

or even coaching to master.
 

Although many millions of people make a living
from media content, many more don't know

where to begin. If you want to make recordings,
but need support starting out, this guide 

could be just what you need.


